Big Gulph

Flat jogging trail
Stream fishing along Farm River
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**Big Gulph Trail (red triangle) 0.6 miles.** This short section of trail leads into the main trail system and provides access to the Farm River Trail for fishing. You will pass a Wildlife Habitat Incentive Program (WHIP) field, which is managed for wildlife species that prefer open, early successional habitats. Eastern bluebirds are an example of the type of wildlife that prefers this habitat. Nest boxes have been put up in the field for them to use. There is a scenic view of the Farm River from a bridge on the trail.

**Francis A. Merola Trail (white rectangle) 4.4 miles round trip.** Use the flat, linear part of this trail for walking, jogging or enjoying the fall foliage. The flat part of the trail is over 2 miles one-way. If you would like to add a challenge to your hike, you can make a loop by climbing any of the two steep, connecting paths up to the ridge and take advantage of the scenic outlooks. Watch for wild turkeys, which have successfully re-established themselves in the area.

**Farm River Trail (green triangle) 0.3 miles.** This trail provides good access to the Farm River stream fishing area. This stream contains many fish species including brook trout. At the pond, you can find ducks, herons, and painted turtles.

**Totoket Trail (red circle) 0.7 Miles.** This moderately difficult, steep connecting trail climbs the Totoket Ridge. The trail has a number of switchbacks that bring you through a variety of terrain. In the spring you will find ephemeral streams formed by the runoff from the Totoket Ridge. There are many spots along the trail that deer find favorable for bedding and browsing. There is plenty of evidence of deer browse – look for spots where the understory is exposed to plenty of sun, but where no new trees seem to be growing.

**Vista Trail (green circle) 0.6 miles.** This is another steep connecting trail that accesses the ridge where you will find vistas for more scenic views of the Farm River valley. This is the driest route to the south end of the ridge.